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Abstract
A phenomenological model based on the interactions between the crystal
field and the 3d–4f exchange interactions has been developed to explain
the zero-kelvin magnetic anisotropy of the RFe11Ti compounds and their
hydrides, RFe11TiH, where R is a rare-earth element. In most cases,
this model also predicts the existence of a spin reorientation either in
the RFe11Ti or the RFe11TiH compounds. A more advanced model, that
takes into account the temperature dependence of the anisotropy coefficient,
expressed in terms of generalized Brillouin functions, has also been developed
and used to predict the spin-reorientation temperatures of several of the
compounds. A set of crystalline electric field parameters for the RFe11Ti
and RFe11TiH compounds, with R = Pr, Nd, Sm, Tb, Dy, Ho and Er, has
been obtained. With these parameters the magnetic phase diagrams of the
RFe11Ti and RFe11TiH compounds have been reproduced. More specifically,
the spin-reorientation temperatures and the temperature dependence of the
magnetocrystalline anisotropy are correctly predicted when the higher-order
terms of the crystal field are included in the model. Further, changes in the
magnetocrystalline anisotropy that take place upon hydrogenation have been
explained by a substantial decrease in the first-order crystal field coefficient,
A20, accompanied by a smaller decrease of the third-order coefficient, A60.
ErFe11TiH and NdFe11TiH exhibit a smaller decrease in their Anm parameters
upon hydrogenation than do the remaining rare-earth compounds.

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)
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1. Introduction

The series of RFe11Ti compounds and their hydrides, RFe11TiH, where R is a rare-earth
element, all of which crystallize [1, 2] in the ThMn12 structure with the I4/mmm space group,
exhibit a wide variety of magnetic behaviours [3–5]. For instance they exhibit different easy
magnetization directions and spin-reorientation transitions, depending on both the rare-earth
element and/or the presence of hydrogen [6–8]. Several authors have systematically been
studying [9–21] the magnetic and Mössbauer spectral properties of the RFe11Ti and RFe11TiH
compounds, where R is Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm, Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho, Er and Lu, between 4.2 and 295 K.

The unit-cell volumes and some of the magnetic properties [10, 11, 14–17, 20, 22, 23] of
the RFe11Ti and RFe11TiH compounds are summarized in table 1. The insertion of hydrogen
into RFe11Ti to form RFe11TiH produces a significant increase in both the Curie temperature,
Tc, and the saturation magnetization, Ms. The presence of interstitial hydrogen also induces
significant changes in the magnetocrystalline anisotropy [6, 8, 10, 19, 22, 24–26] of the parent
compound. The easy magnetization direction in the RFe11Ti and RFe11TiH compounds at
4.2 and 295 K are also given in table 1. The Mössbauer spectra have all been consistently
analysed with a model that considers both the easy magnetization direction and the distribution
of titanium in the near-neighbour environment of the three crystallographically inequivalent
iron sites in the compounds. The earlier, different, analysis [9] of the Mössbauer spectra
of CeFe11Ti and CeFe11TiH is revised in a companion paper [18] to this paper. Extensive
information has been obtained on both the magnetic anisotropy and the spin reorientations
exhibited by these compounds. Hence, it is worthwhile to rationalize this extensive new
information in terms of an internally consistent magnetic model.

In the rare-earth–iron intermetallic compounds the total magnetocrystalline anisotropy
results from the contributions of both the rare-earth and iron sublattices. The iron sublattice
contribution to the total magnetocrystalline anisotropy is always axial and generally dominates
at high temperatures. The rare-earth sublattice contribution, which usually dominates at low
temperatures, is essentially determined by both the crystalline electric field experienced by
the rare-earth ion and the exchange interactions between the sublattices. The contribution
of the rare-earth sublattice to the magnetic anisotropy may be different for each rare earth
and may vary with temperature. A spin reorientation will occur when the balance of the iron
and rare-earth sublattice contributions to the magnetic anisotropy changes with temperature.
The insertion of hydrogen in rare-earth–iron intermetallic compounds usually has a dramatic
effect on the macroscopic magnetocrystalline anisotropy. In particular, in the RFe11Ti
compounds hydrogenation decreases the spin-reorientation temperature in NdFe11Ti and
ErFe11Ti, suppresses the spin-reorientation temperature in TbFe11Ti and DyFe11Ti and induces
the appearance of a spin reorientation in going from HoFe11Ti to HoFe11TiH, see table 1.

Several authors [4, 23, 27–29] have modelled the interactions between the crystal field
and the 3d–4f exchange in order to explain the magnetic anisotropies of specific RFe11Ti and
RFe11TiH compounds. However, except for the work of Isnard [8], there has been no systematic
study of the influence of the interstitial hydrogen on the macroscopic magnetocrystalline
anisotropy.

Herein we present a detailed study of the macroscopic magnetocrystalline anisotropy of
the RFe11Ti and RFe11TiH compounds and obtain a systematic and quantitative evaluation of
the influence of hydrogenation upon the magnetic and crystal field interactions. To accomplish
this, we have used, first, a phenomenological model for the magnetocrystalline anisotropy of
the RFe11Ti and RFe11TiH compounds at zero kelvin, see section 2, and, second, a model which
accounts for the temperature dependence of the magnetic anisotropy and the spin-reorientation
transitions observed in these compounds, see section 3.1.
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Table 1. The crystallographic and magnetic properties of the RFe11Ti and RFe11TiH compounds.

M300 K
s M5 K

s

Compound V (Å3)a Tc (K) Ts (K) EMD300 K EMD4.2 K (µB/f.u.) (µB/f.u.) Ref.

CeFe11Ti 348.5 487 — Axial Axial 15.0 17.4 [22]
CeFe11TiH 352.5 542 — Axial Axial 15.3 17.6 [22]
PrFe11Ti 355.6 547 — Basal Basal 19.2 16.8 [16]
PrFe11TiH 357.1 604 — Basal Basal 20.5 19.3 [16]
NdFe11Ti 352.4 551 200 Axial Canted 20.1 21.9 [15]
NdFe11TiH 354.7 614 125 Axial Basal 21.6 24.0 [15]
SmFe11Ti 350.8 591 — Axial Axial 17.3 19.3 [17]
SmFe11TiH 353.4 634 — Axial Axial 18.2 19.3 [17]
GdFe11Ti 349.2 621 — Axial Axial 13.5 14.8 [22]
GdFe11TiH 351.8 652 — Axial Axial 14.7 15.7 [22]
TbFe11Ti 347.3 578 338 Basal Basal 11.7 10.5 [14]
TbFe11TiH 351.0 620 — Basal Basal 12.2 11.3 [14]
DyFe11Ti 347.5 552 100, 200 Axial Basal 12.0 10.0 [23]
DyFe11TiH 350.3 600 — Basal Basal 12.9 10.9 [23]
HoFe11Ti 344.9 533 — Axial Axial 14.0 10.1 [11]
HoFe11TiH 348.4 590 150 Axial Canted 14.7 10.6 [11]
ErFe11Ti 344.1 518 50 Axial Canted 12.9 9.8 [10]
ErFe11TiH 347.6 574 40 Axial Basal(?) 12.9 10.6 [10]
LuFe11Ti 342.2 498 — Axial Axial 15.2 16.0 [17]
LuFe11TiH 345.7 558 — Axial Axial 15.3 17.2 [17]

a The unit-cell volume whose error is approximately ±1 in the last digit.

2. Phenomenological model for the magnetocrystalline anisotropy at zero kelvin

The magnetic anisotropy energy of a rare-earth ion in the tetragonal symmetry observed
for both the RFe11Ti and RFe11TiH compounds, may be described at zero kelvin by the
phenomenological expression

Ea
R = K1R sin2 θ + [K2R + K ′

2R cos 4φ] sin4 θ + [K3R + K ′
3R cos 4φ] sin6 θ, (1)

where θ and φ are the angles between the magnetization and the tetragonal [001] and basal
[100] axes, respectively; the remaining parameters are defined below. The relationship [30]
between the anisotropy coefficients, KiR, and the crystal field parameters, Bnm , are given by
the expressions

K1R = −(3/2)B20〈O20〉 − 5B40〈O40〉 − (21/2)B60〈O60〉, (2a)

K2R = (35/8)B40〈O40〉 + (189/8)B60〈O60〉, (2b)

K3R = −(231/16)B60〈O60〉, (2c)

K ′
2R = (1/8)B44〈O40〉 + (5/8)B64〈O60〉 (2d)

and

K ′
3R = −(11/16)B64〈O60〉, (2e)

where 〈Onm〉 are the thermal averages of the Stevens operators [31] and Bnm are the crystal
field parameters, which depend on the rare-earth ion, and are given by Bnm = θn Anm〈rn〉,
where θn are the single-ion Stevens coefficients, θ2 = αJ , θ4 = βJ and θ6 = γJ , Anm are the
crystal field coefficients and 〈rn〉 are the average values of the 4f electronic radial distributions.

The easy magnetization direction is determined by the total magnetic anisotropy energy,

Ea
tot = Ea

R + K1Fe sin2 θ, (3)
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which has contributions from the rare earth and iron. From equations (1) to (3), one observes,
for instance see [29], that a compound has an axial magnetization, i.e., θ = 0, if both of the
following inequalities are fulfilled:

K1Fe + K1R > 0 (4a)

and

K1Fe + Keff,R > 0, (4b)

where Keff,R is defined by the expression

Keff,R = K1R + K2R + K3R − |K ′
2R + K ′

3R|. (4c)

In many intermetallic rare-earth–transition metal compounds, the rare-earth contribution to
the total magnetocrystalline anisotropy is described by using only the second-order crystal
field term. However, in the RFe11Ti compounds and their hydrides, this approximation is
inadequate because the second-order crystal field coefficient, A20, is relatively small in the
ThMn12 structure. Hence the fourth-order and sixth-order crystal field terms play an important
role and must be taken into account [3, 4, 8] in determining the magnetocrystalline anisotropy
contribution from the rare-earth sublattice. For the RFe12−x Mx compounds, A20 and A40 are
known [20, 32–34] to be negative, whereas A60 is positive. Consequently, the first term in
K1R is negative and favours an axial anisotropy contribution from the rare earths with αJ > 0,
i.e., for Er and Sm, whereas it is positive and favours a basal contribution from the rare earths
with αJ < 0, i.e., for Pr, Nd, Tb, Dy and Ho. Similarly, the second term in K1R gives an axial
contribution when βJ > 0, i.e., for Er, Tb and Sm, and the third term of K1R gives an axial
contribution when γJ < 0, i.e., for Nd, Ho and Tb.

The different terms in equations (2) and (4) can easily be calculated at zero kelvin if the
Bnm parameters are known. The values of θn, 〈rn〉 and 〈Onm〉 at zero kelvin are tabulated in the
literature [35, 36]. Figure 1 shows the product θn〈rn〉〈Onm〉 at zero kelvin as a function of the
atomic number of the rare earth and will be helpful in the following discussion. In contrast,
unfortunately, there is an important variation in the literature values of the Anm parameters, a
variation that results from the different approximations used by different authors and may also
come from differing stoichiometry of the RFe11Ti compounds under study. We believe that
the most reliable method for determining the Anm parameters of a given compound is from
the fit of the single-crystal magnetization curves with the mean field approximation including
exchange and crystal field interactions, see [27, 28, 37]. Unfortunately, to the best of our
knowledge, a relevant set of crystal field parameters has been reported [27, 28] using this
method only for DyFe11Ti, HoFe11Ti and TbFe11Ti. From the single-crystal magnetization
analysis of DyFe11Ti, Hu et al [28] have obtained A20 = −32.3 Ka−2

0 , A40 = −12.4 Ka−4
0 ,

A60 = 2.56 Ka−6
0 , A44 = 118 Ka−4

0 and A64 = 0.64 Ka−6
0 , where a0 is the Bohr radius.

Abadia et al [27] have obtained A20 = −20.5 Ka−2
0 , A40 = −11.1 Ka−4

0 , A60 = 5.02 Ka−6
0 ,

A44 = −153.2 Ka−4
0 and A64 = −0.81 Ka−6

0 from the single-crystal magnetization analysis
of HoFe11Ti. Although the crystal field coefficients obtained for HoFe11Ti [27] and for
DyFe11Ti [28] are similar, the Anm coefficients obtained for DyFe11Ti by Hu et al [28] cannot
explain [29] the spin-reorientation transition observed in TbFe11Ti and TbFe11.35Nb0.65. A
more reliable set of crystal field parameters, very different from those reported by Hu et al
[28] are the values obtained for TbFe11Ti by Abadia et al [27] of A20 = −52.5 Ka−2

0 ,
A40 = −0.27 Ka−4

0 , A60 = 0.021 Ka−6
0 , A44 = −0.0087 Ka−4

0 and A64 = −8.9 Ka−6
0 ,

which yield a satisfactory explanation of the observed experimental magnetization. The origin
of the discrepancy between the different authors is not clear. According to Abadia et al [27],
an anomalous value of A20 has also been obtained for Pr and Yb in their R2Fe14B compounds
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Figure 1. The product θn〈rn 〉〈Onm 〉, in K, expected at zero kelvin as a function of the atomic
number of the rare earth.

and the anomaly has been attributed to an incipient rare-earth valence instability. For the
RFe11TiH compounds, a relevant set of crystal field parameters obtained from single-crystal
magnetization measurements has been reported [23] only for HoFe11TiH as A20 = −118 Ka−2

0 ,
A40 = −8.6 Ka−4

0 , A60 = 1.4 Ka−6
0 , A44 = −200 Ka−4

0 and A64 = −0.85 Ka−6
0 .

Because for the remaining rare-earth elements, there are only less reliable reports of
Anm parameters obtained from other methods [3, 4, 38–41] than from the fit of single-crystal
magnetization curves, the usual procedure [28, 29] is to use the Anm parameters obtained
for other RFe11Ti compounds to predict the magnetization direction at zero kelvin. Herein,
a similar approach has been used for the RFe11TiH compounds. For TbFe11Ti, the crystal
field parameters obtained by Abadia et al [27] have been used and, for the remaining RFe11Ti
compounds, the crystal field parameters reported by Hu et al [28] for DyFe11Ti or by Abadia
et al [27] for HoFe11Ti have been initially used. References [27] and [28] use different sign
conventions for the A44 and A64 parameters, however, the sign is irrelevant for the present
analysis because |K ′

2R + K ′
3R| is used in equation (4c). For HoFe11TiH, the set of crystal
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field parameters reported by Nikitin et al [23] has been used whereas, for the remaining
RFe11TiH compounds, these parameters have been scaled to predict the stable magnetic phase
at zero kelvin. The Bnm〈Onm〉 crystal field terms at zero kelvin for the RFe11Ti and RFe11TiH
compounds, obtained from the Anm parameters reported in the indicated reference, are given
in table 2, a table which also gives the corresponding anisotropy coefficients at zero kelvin,
obtained using equations (2a)–(2e).

In the following discussion, for the RFe11Ti compounds, K1Fe(0) is 24 K/f .u. as is
observed for YFe11Ti [27] and for the RFe11TiH compounds, K1Fe(0) is 25.8 K/f .u. as is
observed for YFe11TiH [42].

YFe11Ti, CeFe11Ti, GdFe11Ti and LuFe11Ti and their hydrides exhibit [17, 20, 22] an
axial magnetocrystalline anisotropy at all temperatures. Because both yttrium and lutetium
are non-magnetic rare earths, only the iron sublattice contributes to the total magnetocrystalline
anisotropy of YFe11Ti and LuFe11Ti and their hydrides. In CeFe11Ti the magnetic anisotropy
is dominated by the iron sublattice contribution. The spherically symmetric 4f7 electronic
configuration of the gadolinium ion makes no orbital contribution to its moment and thus there
is no crystal field interaction. As a consequence, the magnetic anisotropy of GdFe11Ti and
GdFe11TiH is also dominated by the iron sublattice [22].

2.1. Application to the RFe11Ti compounds

To predict the stable magnetic phase at zero kelvin of the RFe11Ti compounds we began
our analysis using the Anm parameters reported by Abadia et al [27]. By using K1Fe equal
to 24.0 K/f .u. [27] and the parameters given in table 2, the sum of the iron and rare-earth
anisotropy parameters, as given by the left members of the inequalities (4a) and (4b), are
calculated and given in table 3. As is shown in this table, when R is Pr, Tb, Dy and Er, negative
values for K1Fe + K1R and K1Fe + Keff,R are obtained. Hence, the Anm parameters reported
by Abadia et al [27] predict that these compounds are not axial at zero kelvin, in agreement
with the experimental results, see table 1. When R is Sm and Ho, the Anm parameters reported
in [27] give positive values of K1Fe + K1R and K1Fe + Keff,R, and indicate that these compounds
are axial at zero kelvin, again in agreement with the experimental observations, see table 1.

The only exception is NdFe11Ti. In this case, the Anm coefficients obtained by Abadia
et al [27] for HoFe11Ti yield positive values of K1Fe + K1R and K1Fe + Keff,R, and, hence,
predict that NdFe11Ti should exhibit an axial anisotropy at zero kelvin, in disagreement with
the experimental observation, see table 1. The Anm values obtained [28] for DyFe11Ti lead
to similar positive values of K1Fe + K1R and K1Fe + Keff,R, see table 3. This disagreement
is quite surprising because Hu et al [29] claim that they can predict the spin-reorientation
transition and the canting angle with these parameters through a calculation of the energy
surface. Another set of Anm parameters has been obtained for NdFe11Ti by Kou et al [4] from
magnetic measurements on polycrystalline samples, A20 = −40.4 Ka−2

0 , A40 = −6.9 Ka−4
0 ,

A60 = 0.3 Ka−6
0 , A44 = 36.6 Ka−4

0 and A64 = 0 Ka−6
0 . With these parameters,

K1Fe + K1R = −8.62 K/f .u. < 0 and K1Fe + Keff,R = 0.39 K/f .u. > 0. Hence, this set
of crystal field parameters predicts that NdFe11Ti is not axial at zero kelvin, in agreement with
the experimental observations.

All these results can be understood by analysing the relative values of the θn and Anm

parameters. For praseodymium, αJ and βJ are negative, whereas γJ is positive, see figure 1.
Hence, the three terms of K1R in equation (2a) favour a basal rare-earth easy magnetization
direction. PrFe11Ti is the only compound in the RFe11Ti series in which the rare-earth
magnetocrystalline anisotropy dominates at all temperatures below its Curie temperature, a
situation quite unexpected because the rare-earth contribution to the total magnetocrystalline
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Table 2. Bnm〈Onm 〉, in K, and the anisotropy coefficients, in K/f.u., for RFe11Ti and RFe11TiH used in the phenomenological model for the
magnetocrystalline anisotropy at zero kelvin. (Note: the parameters have been calculated using the Anm parameters reported in the indicated reference.)

Compound B20〈O20〉 B40〈O40〉 B60〈O60〉 B44〈O40〉 B64〈O60〉 K1R K2R K3R K ′
2R K ′

3R Keff,R Ref.

PrFe11Ti 14.66 23.26 28.88 321.11 −4.66 −441.6 784.2 −417.0 37.2 3.2 −114.9 [27]
PrFe11TiH 84.38 18.02 8.06 419.2 −4.89 −301.1 269.2 −116.3 49.3 3.4 −201.1 [23]
NdFe11Ti 5.28 14.22 −43.34 196.25 6.99 376.0 −961.6 625.7 28.9 −4.8 16.0 [27]
NdFe11Ti 8.33 15.88 −22.10 −151.15 −5.52 140.14 −452.6 319.0 −22.3 3.8 −11.9 [28]
NdFe11Tia 10.41 8.84 −2.60 −46.88 0 −32.62 −22.5 37.3 −5.8 0 −23.6 [4]
NdFe11TiH 59.94 6.84 −0.71 −60.95 0 −116.5 12.8 10.5 −7.6 0 −100.9 [23]
SmFe11Ti −8.24 −3.76 0 −51.93 0 31.2 −16.5 0 −6.5 0 8.2 [27]
SmFe11TiH −47.45 −2.95 0 −67.8 0 85.7 −12.7 0 −8.5 0 64.5 [23]
TbFe11Ti 28.77 −0.324 −0.027 −0.010 11.37 −41.2 −2.0 0.4 7.10 −7.8 −43.6 [27]
TbFe11TiH 165.60 −0.25 −0.007 −0.013 11.93 −246.9 −1.28 0.11 7.5 −8.2 −248.8 [23]
DyFe11Ti 10.80 16.19 28.31 223.52 −4.56 −394.5 739.7 −408.8 25.1 3.1 −91.7 [27]
DyFe11TiH 62.20 12.54 7.89 291.8 −4.79 −238.9 241.4 −114.0 33.5 3.3 −148.3 [23]
HoFe11Ti 4.12 11.13 −50.35 153.66 8.12 466.9 −1140.9 727.0 24.3 −5.6 34.2 [27]
HoFe11TiH 23.74 8.62 −14.04 206.6 8.52 68.7 −294.0 202.7 30.4 −5.9 −47.1 [23]
ErFe11Ti −3.94 −10.25 45.08 −141.55 −7.27 −416.2 1020.2 −650.9 −22.2 5.0 −64.1 [27]
ErFe11TiH −22.7 −7.94 12.57 −184.8 −7.63 −58.2 262.3 −181.5 −27.9 5.2 −0.12 [23]

a Final set of parameters that correctly predict the stable magnetic phase at zero kelvin.
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Table 3. The K1Fe + K1R and K1Fe + Keff,R terms for RFe11Ti and RFe11TiH used in the
phenomenological model for the magnetocrystalline anisotropy at zero kelvin.

K1Fe + K1R K1Fe + Keff,R K1Fe + K1R K1Fe + Keff,R

Compound (K/f.u.) (K/f.u.) Ref. Compound (K/f.u.) (K/f.u.) Ref.

PrFe11Ti −417.6 −90.8 [27] PrFe11TiH −275.3 −175.3 [23]
NdFe11Ti 400.0 40.0 [27] NdFe11TiH −90.7 −75.9 [4, 23]

164.1 12.04 [28]
−8.62 0.39 [4]

SmFe11Ti 55.2 33.2 [27] SmFe11TiH 111.5 90.3 [23]
TbFe11Ti −17.2 −19.6 [27] TbFe11TiH −221.1 −223.0 [23, 27]
DyFe11Ti −370.5 −67.7 [27] DyFe11TiH −213.1 −122.5 [23]
HoFe11Ti 490.9 58.2 [27] HoFe11TiH 94.5 −21.3 [23]
ErFe11Ti −392.2 −40.1 [27] ErFe11TiH −32.4 25.7 [23]

anisotropy decreases much faster with increasing temperature than does the iron contribution.
This predominance results because the three θn single-ion coefficients, and consequently, the
θn〈rn〉〈Onm〉 and Bnm〈Onm〉 terms, for praseodymium have exceptionally large absolute values,
see figure 1 and table 2. The large values of Bnm〈Onm〉 may explain why the rare-earth
contribution to the total magnetocrystalline anisotropy overwhelms the axial contribution of
the iron sublattice at all temperatures below the Curie temperature.

For samarium, αJ and βJ are positive and favour an axial contribution to the net magnetic
anisotropy. Hence, an axial magnetization and no spin-reorientation transition are predicted,
in agreement with the earlier results reported by Zhang and Wallace [6] and Kaneko et al [43].
Similar predictions are made from the Anm parameters reported by Hu et al [28].

For terbium, which has the most negative αJ coefficient after praseodymium, only αJ

favours basal anisotropy, see figure 1. Consequently, an important basal contribution arising
from the terbium sublattice is expected and, indeed, the B20〈O20〉 value obtained for TbFe11Ti is
larger than the values obtained for any of the other RFe11Ti compounds, see table 2. This large
value of B20〈O20〉 may explain why the rare-earth contribution to the total magnetocrystalline
anisotropy overwhelms [4] the axial contribution below 338 K.

For dysprosium, αJ and βJ are negative and γJ is positive and, thus, the three terms of
K1R favour a basal orientation of the rare-earth magnetization. The anisotropy of dysprosium
is very similar to that of praseodymium, i.e., the three terms of K1R favour basal anisotropy,
but in DyFe11Ti the Bnm〈Onm〉 terms are smaller, see table 2. As a consequence, the basal
contribution from dysprosium cannot overwhelm the axial iron contribution at all temperatures
and a spin-reorientation transition occurs in DyFe11Ti.

HoFe11Ti unexpectedly exhibits [3, 11, 45, 46] an axial easy magnetization direction at
all temperatures below its Curie temperature of 533 K, because, for holmium, αJ and βJ

are negative and hence give basal contributions to the total magnetocrystalline anisotropy,
see figure 1. The Bnm〈Onm〉 calculated from the Anm parameters reported by Abadia et al
[27], see table 2, show that the sixth-order crystal field term strongly dominates at zero kelvin
and is responsible for the large positive values of K1R and Keff,R. In other words, HoFe11Ti
exhibits an axial magnetic anisotropy because both the iron and rare-earth sublattices favour
axial anisotropy. The importance of the sixth-order crystal field term was not recognized in
earlier work [28] in which the absence of a spin-reorientation transition was ascribed to the
dominance of the axial iron anisotropy over the basal holmium anisotropy at all temperatures.

For erbium, αJ and βJ are positive and both the second- and fourth-order crystal field
terms favour an axial magnetic anisotropy, see figure 1. However, in ErFe11Ti the B60〈O60〉
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term is exceptionally large and favours basal anisotropy, see table 2. Consequently, in ErFe11Ti
the observed [10, 24] spin-reorientation transition is determined by the sixth-order crystal field
term. It is remarkable that, in the cases of Ho and Er, at low temperature, the sixth-order crystal
field term dominates but has an opposite sign and, as a consequence, HoFe11Ti is axial and
ErFe11Ti is canted below 50 K.

NdFe11Ti undergoes [3, 4, 15, 39] a second-order spin-reorientation transition at 200 K.
This transition is not surprising because for neodymium αJ and βJ are negative, see figure 1, and
favour a basal magnetic anisotropy. However, both the parameters reported for HoFe11Ti [27]
and DyFe11Ti [28] predict that NdFe11Ti should exhibit an axial anisotropy at zero kelvin, in
disagreement with the experimental observation. The difference between the predictions from
the parameters of Abadia et al [27] or Hu et al [28] and of Kou et al [4] result from the very
large γJ 〈r6〉〈O60〉 term for NdFe11Ti, see figure 1. By using the Anm parameters from [27]
or [28], the B60〈O60〉 term, i.e., the axial contribution of the neodymium, is exceptionally large
for NdFe11Ti, see table 2. In contrast, Kou et al [4] have reported an A60 parameter which
is an order of magnitude lower than those reported by Abadia et al [27] or by Hu et al [28].
Consequently, the axial contribution to the net rare-earth anisotropy is greatly reduced, see
table 2, and these parameters predict that the NdFe11Ti is not in an axial magnetic phase at
zero kelvin.

Summarizing, the Anm parameters reported for HoFe11Ti [27] and DyFe11Ti [28] correctly
predict the stable magnetic phase at zero kelvin for the RFe11Ti compounds when R is Pr, Sm,
Dy, Ho and Er. As has previously been noted, these parameters do not predict the stable
magnetic phase at zero kelvin for TbFe11Ti [28, 29]. In this case, the correct magnetic phase at
zero kelvin is correctly obtained by using the Anm parameters reported by Abadia et al [27]. The
most surprising result concerns NdFe11Ti for which neither of the previously reported [27, 28]
Anm parameters predict the correct magnetic phase at zero kelvin. In this case, the magnetic
phase at zero kelvin can be obtained by using the crystal field parameters reported by Kou
et al [4], parameters which give a significantly reduced axial contribution to the net rare-earth
anisotropy.

2.2. Application to the RFe11TiH compounds

It is well established from gadolinium-155 Mössbauer spectral measurements [20] that the A20

parameter becomes more negative in going from GdFe11Ti to GdFe11TiH. Hence, to a first
approximation, there is an increase in the rare-earth contribution to the magnetic anisotropy,
an increase that has been confirmed by high-field magnetization measurements [19, 22, 24] on
SmFe11Ti and ErFe11Ti.

For the RFe11TiH compounds, where R is Pr, Sm, Dy, Ho and Er, we use the Anm

parameters reported by Nikitin et al [23] for HoFe11TiH to predict the stable magnetic phase
at zero kelvin. For TbFe11TiH and NdFe11TiH the Anm parameters are assumed to vary
upon hydride formation in a fashion similar to the variation observed for HoFe11Ti. In going
from HoFe11Ti to HoFe11TiH, the relative variations, �20, �40, �60, �44 and �64, of A20,
A40, A60, A44 and A64, are 4.75, −0.22,−0.72, 0.30 and 0.05, respectively. By assuming
that Anm(1) = Anm(0) + �nm Anm(0), where Anm(1) and Anm(0) are the parameters for
the RFe11TiH and RFe11Ti, respectively, a set of Anm parameters is easily obtained for the
RFe11TiH compounds. The corresponding Bnm〈Onm〉 parameters and the phenomenological
anisotropy coefficients, KiR, are given in table 2. As may be observed in this table, upon hydride
formation, there is both an important increase in the absolute value of A20, or equivalently in
B20〈O20〉, and a significant concomitant reduction in the absolute value of the sixth-order term,
B60〈O60〉.
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By using K1Fe equal to 25.8 K/f .u. [42] and the parameters given in table 2, the anisotropy
parameters given by equations (4a) and (4b) have been obtained and are given in table 3. As
may be seen in this table, SmFe11TiH is predicted to be axial [6, 19] and the RFe11TiH
compounds, where R is Pr, Nd, Tb, Dy, Ho and Er, are predicted to be non-axial at zero
kelvin, in agreement with experimental results [8, 10, 11, 13–16, 22, 47]. Hence, in the
framework of the phenomenological model of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy, the variation
upon hydrogenation of the crystal field parameters reported for HoFe11TiH can reproduce the
stable magnetic phase of the RFe11TiH compounds at zero kelvin. Moreover, for the RFe11TiH
compounds, where R is Pr, Sm, Tb, Dy and Ho, the experimentally observed hydrogen induced
modifications of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy can be understood in terms of the observed
variations in the Anm parameters of HoFe11Ti. However the situation becomes more complex
for the RFe11TiH compounds when R is Nd and Er, as will be discussed below.

In PrFe11TiH no change in the total magnetocrystalline anisotropy is observed upon
hydrogenation, and the easy magnetization direction lies within the basal plane between 4.2 K
and the Curie temperature [16]. Consequently, even though K1Fe increases slightly upon
hydrogenation and B60〈O60〉 decreases, B20〈O20〉 markedly increases and, as a consequence,
the rare-earth contribution to the anisotropy remains dominant at all temperatures.

For TbFe11Ti, DyFe11Ti and HoFe11Ti, in agreement with previous observations on other
rare earths, we have experimentally observed [8, 11, 13, 14] that hydrogenation reinforces the
rare-earth contribution to the total magnetocrystalline anisotropy. As is shown in table 2 for
TbFe11TiH, the B20〈O20〉 term, which gives a basal contribution to the rare-earth anisotropy,
is larger than for the other RFe11TiH compounds. Further, the axial B40〈O40〉 and B60〈O60〉
contributions are negligible in TbFe11TiH. Hence, it seems reasonable that in TbFe11TiH
the basal rare-earth contribution to the total magnetocrystalline anisotropy overwhelms the
axial contribution of the iron sublattice at all temperatures below the Curie temperature of
620 K. The behaviour is similar for DyFe11TiH in which the observed increase in the basal
B20〈O20〉 term enhances the dysprosium magnetic anisotropy which then dominates that of
iron below the Curie temperature of 600 K. In HoFe11Ti the most remarkable change upon
hydrogenation is the less negative axial B60〈O60〉 contribution. Indeed, in HoFe11Ti the sixth-
order term dominates at zero kelvin and the net contribution of the holmium sublattice favours
axial magnetocrystalline anisotropy. Because in HoFe11TiH theB60〈O60〉 axial contribution is
significantly smaller, see table 2, the basal B20〈O20〉 and B40〈O40〉 contributions can dominate
at low temperatures and a spin-reorientation transition [21, 48] occurs at 150 K.

For ErFe11TiH and NdFe11TiH the situation is more complex because, in these compounds,
the hydrogen induced modifications of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy cannot be explained
in terms of the changes in the Anm parameters reported [23] for HoFe11Ti. In ErFe11Ti the spin-
reorientation transition is driven by the sixth-order term, which is exceptionally large in this
compound. After hydrogenation B60〈O60〉 is significantly reduced, whereas the axial B20〈O20〉
contribution becomes more negative, see table 2. Consequently, in ErFe11TiH a significant
increase in the axial contribution of erbium to the total anisotropy would be expected. In
contrast, only a small decrease in the spin-reorientation temperature, from 50 K in ErFe11Ti
to 40 K in ErFe11TiH, is observed. The spin reorientations in ErFe11Ti and ErFe11TiH were
investigated by several authors [3, 4, 47] and there is no agreement on their order or smoothness.
The sharp peak in χac at 50 K for ErFe11Ti seems to be characteristic [49] of a first-order
transition from an axial to a canted magnetic phase, whereas the step-like anomaly in χac for
ErFe11TiH seems to be characteristic of a second-order transition in which the canting angle
continuously changes with temperature. The completely different temperature dependence of
χac for ErFe11Ti and ErFe11TiH may indicate that the spin-reorientation transitions are of a
different order and further measurements are necessary to confirm the order of these transitions.
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In going from NdFe11Ti to NdFe11TiH, the spin-reorientation temperature decreases from
200 to 125 K. The temperature dependence of χac is very similar in both NdFe11Ti and
NdFe11TiH, exhibiting a sharp peak at the transition temperature and indicate a first-order
transition. Mössbauer spectra [15] provide more information about the canted magnetic
phase. The nearly zero average quadrupole shift observed [15] in the iron-57 Mössbauer
spectra of NdFe11Ti below 200 K indicates a canted magnetic phase with a canting angle
close to 54.7◦, a value that is in good agreement with the 60◦ value reported by Hu et al [28].
In a similar fashion, the average quadrupole shift of about −0.07 mm s−1 observed [15]
in NdFe11TiH below 125 K indicates a canting angle of between 60◦ and 90◦ or even a
basal magnetic phase. Similarly, in NdFe10.5Mo0.5 [50], after hydrogenation, the transition
temperature decreases whereas the canting angle from the c-axis increases. In NdFe11Ti the
spin-reorientation transition is driven by the second-order and fourth-order crystal field terms,
terms which give a basal contribution to the total magnetic anisotropy. After hydrogenation
the basal B20〈O20〉 contribution is greatly enhanced, whereas the axial B60〈O60〉 contribution
is much less negative, see table 2. Consequently, a reinforcement of the neodymium basal
contribution to the magnetocrystalline anisotropy and an increase in transition temperature
would be expected in disagreement with experimental observation. In other words, although
the variation of the Anm parameters obtained for HoFe11TiH correctly predicts the stable
magnetic phase at zero kelvin, it cannot explain the observed decrease in the spin-reorientation
temperature upon hydrogenation. Consequently, at least for NdFe11Ti and ErFe11Ti and their
hydrides, a more detailed analysis of the different contributions to the magnetocrystalline
anisotropy is necessary.

3. Temperature dependence of the anisotropy and the spin-reorientation transitions

The temperature dependence of the rare-earth contribution to the magnetocrystalline anisotropy
can be calculated in a linear approximation of the crystal field, an approximation which is
taken to be a perturbation of the strong 3d–4f exchange interaction. In this section, the model
proposed by Kuz’min [49, 51] is applied to the RFe11Ti and RFe11TiH compounds. This
model permits a calculation of the temperature dependence of the rare-earth phenomenological
anisotropy coefficients in terms of the generalized Brillouin functions, as follows,

K1R = −3J 2 B20 B2
J (x) − 40J 4 B40 B4

J (x) − 168J 6B60 B6
J (x), (5a)

K2R = 35J 4 B40 B4
J (x) + 378J 6B60 B6

J (x), (5b)

K3R = −231J 6B60 B6
J (x), (5c)

K ′
2R = J 4 B44 B4

J (x) + 10J 6 B64 B6
J (x) (5d)

and

K ′
3R = −11J 6B64 B6

J (x), (5e)

where x is 2J (gJ − 1)µB Bex/kT and Bn
J (x) are the generalized Brillouin functions defined

by Kuz’min [51]. They are expressed in terms of elementary functions by

Bn
J (x) = Pn(ξ, η) − Qn(ξ, η) coth[((2J + 1)/2J )x],

where ξ = (1/2J ) coth(x/2J ), and η = 1/2J , and Pn (ξ, η) and Qn (ξ, η) are nth-order
polynomials in ξ and η. The polynomials for n = 2, 4 and 6 are explicitly given in table I
of [51]. The anisotropy energy can then be written as

Fa = K1 sin2 θ + [K2 + K ′
2 cos 4φ] sin4 θ + [K3 + K ′

3 cos 4φ] sin6 θ. (6)
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Table 4. The A j , B j and C j coefficients that give the temperature dependences of K1Fe and K2Fe
for the RFe11Ti and RFe11TiH compounds.

Compound A1 B1 C1 A2 B2 C2

PrFe11Ti −0.10 1.51 −0.39 −0.78 3.03 −1.23
PrFe11TiH −0.17 1.63 −0.45 −0.98 2.10 −0.08
NdFe11Ti −0.11 1.52 −0.40 −0.81 3.07 −1.25
NdFe11TiH −0.20 1.67 −0.46 −1.01 2.13 −0.09
TbFe11Ti −0.19 1.64 −0.44 −0.96 3.35 −1.38
TbFe11TiH −0.22 1.70 −0.47 −1.03 2.16 −0.09
DyFe11Ti −0.11 1.53 −0.40 −0.81 3.08 −1.26
DyFe11TiH −0.16 1.62 −0.44 −0.96 2.08 −0.083
HoFe11Ti −0.061 1.45 −0.37 −0.71 2.89 −1.17
HoFe11TiH −0.13 1.57 −0.43 −0.93 2.05 −0.081
ErFe11Ti −0.02 1.39 −0.35 −0.63 2.74 −1.11
ErFe11TiH −0.09 1.51 −0.40 −0.61 1.39 −0.25

The easy magnetization direction coincides with the [001] direction or remains in the (110) or
(11̄0) planes, so that the angle φ is equal to π/4 + nπ/2, where n = 1, 2, 3 and 4, correspond
to four possible domains. Therefore, for some applications, equation (6) can be rewritten as

Fa = K1 sin2 θ + [K2 − K ′
2] sin4 θ + [K3 − K ′

3] sin6 θ. (7)

The anisotropy coefficients entering into equation (7) consist of two parts, contributed by the
iron and the rare-earth sublattices and can be written as

K j = K jFe + K jR. (8)

The iron sublattice contribution to K1 and K2 are interpolated [51] as

K jFe(T ) = K jFe(0)(A j + B j t + C j t
2) (9)

where t = 1 − T/Tc and, for the RFe11Ti compounds, K1Fe(0) = 24.0 K/f .u. and
K2Fe(0) = 0.44 K/f .u., the values obtained [27] for YFe11Ti and for the RFe11TiH compounds,
K1Fe(0) = 25.8 K/f .u. and K2Fe(0) = 0.24 K/f .u., the values obtained [42] for YFe11TiH.
The A j , B j and C j , j = 1 and 2, coefficients must be determined for each compound as noted
in [51], and are presented in table 4.

The necessary condition [51] for a spontaneous spin-reorientation transition from an axial
to a canted magnetic phase is

K1(T ) = K1R(T ) + K1Fe(T ) = 0, (10)

and for a spin-reorientation transition from an axial or conical to a basal magnetic phase is

Keff(T ) = K1(T ) + K2(T ) + K3(T ) = K1R(T ) + K1Fe(T ) + (K2R(T ) − K ′
2R(T ))

+ K2Fe(T ) + (K3R(T ) − K ′
3R(T )) = 0. (11)

3.1. Application to the RFe11Ti and RFe11TiH compounds

We begin our analysis of the temperature dependence of the rare-earth contribution to the
magnetocrystalline anisotropy with the Anm parameters that correctly reproduce the stable
magnetic phase at zero kelvin. An exchange interaction [4, 27], µB Bex, of 300 K when R is
Nd and Pr, of 126 K when R is Tb, of 121 K when R is Dy, and of 100 K when R is Ho and Er
has been used. The temperature dependences of the iron sublattice anisotropy constants, K1Fe

and K2Fe, are given by equation (9) with the coefficients given in table 4.
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Figure 2. The temperature dependences of K1 = K1R + K1Fe, open circles, and Keff , solid squares,
for DyFe11Ti, top, and DyFe11TiH, bottom. The Anm coefficients for DyFe11Ti and DyFe11TiH
have been obtained from [27] and [23], respectively.

We have found that the Anm parameters that correctly reproduce the stable magnetic
phase at zero kelvin also reproduce the magnetic behaviour as a function of the temperature
only when R is Dy, Ho and Tb. The temperature dependences of K1 and Keff as defined in
equations (10) and (11) are shown in figures 2–4, when R is Dy, Ho and Tb, respectively.
For DyFe11Ti the model predicts a first spin-reorientation transition at 194 K from axial to
canted and a second spin-reorientation transition at 137 K from canted to basal, predictions
that are in reasonable agreement with experimental results [4, 13, 23, 44]. Furthermore, the
model correctly predicts that DyFe11TiH adopts a basal magnetic phase at all temperatures
below its Curie temperature of 600 K [8]. For HoFe11Ti the model predicts that the compound
is axial between 4.2 K and its Curie temperature of 553 K, see figure 3, in agreement with
the experimental results [4, 11, 21, 28, 48, 52]. For HoFe11TiH, the model predicts a spin-
reorientation transition from an axial to a canted magnetic phase at 105 K, a temperature
somewhat smaller than the experimental value of 150 K [11, 48]. For TbFe11Ti both K1

and Keff are zero at 250 K, figure 4, indicating that a spin-reorientation transition from an
axial to a basal magnetic phase occurs at this temperature, in reasonable agreement with
the experimentally observed transition at 330 K [4, 14, 25, 41, 53]. Furthermore, the Anm

parameters reported for TbFe11TiH correctly predict [8, 14, 25] that this compound adopts a
basal magnetic phase between 4.2 K and its Curie temperature of 620 K.
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Figure 3. The temperature dependences of K1 = K1R + K1Fe, open circles, and Keff , solid squares,
for HoFe11Ti, top, and HoFe11TiH, bottom. The Anm coefficients for HoFe11Ti and HoFe11TiH
have been obtained from [27] and [23], respectively.

For the rest of the compounds, the Anm parameters that correctly reproduce the stable
magnetic phase at zero kelvin do not reproduce the magnetic behaviour as a function of the
temperature. This result is not unexpected for ErFe11TiH and NdFe11TiH, as we have discussed
in section 2.2. Surprisingly, the Anm parameters that correctly reproduce the stable magnetic
phase at zero kelvin for ErFe11Ti and PrFe11Ti do not reproduce the temperature dependence
of the magnetic behaviour.

3.1.1. ErFe11Ti and ErFe11TiH. The temperature dependences of K1 and Keff obtained with
the Anm parameters that correctly predict the stable magnetic phase of ErFe11Ti and ErFe11TiH
at zero kelvin are shown in the insets in figure 5. For ErFe11Ti, see the inset to figure 5(a), the
model predicts a spin-reorientation transition from an axial to a canted magnetic phase at 55 K,
a prediction that is in excellent agreement with the experimentally observed [4, 10, 28, 54]
transition at 50 K. Unfortunately, these parameters also predict a further spin reorientation
from a canted to a basal phase at 30 K, a transition that is not experimentally observed.

The experimentally observed spin-reorientation transition in ErFe11Ti at 50 K is driven
by the sixth-order crystal field term, B60〈O60〉. Consequently, the prediction of two spin-
reorientation transitions by our model probably indicates that the A60 parameter reported for
HoFe11Ti is greater than the actual A60 parameter of ErFe11Ti. Indeed, the Anm parameters
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Figure 4. The temperature dependences of K1 = K1R + K1Fe, open circles, and Keff , solid squares,
for TbFe11Ti, top, and TbFe11TiH, bottom. The Anm coefficients for TbFe11Ti have been obtained
from [27]. The Anm parameters for TbFe11TiH have been obtained by assuming that the Anm

coefficients of TbFe11Ti vary upon hydrogenation as is proposed in [23].

reported by Kou et al [4] from magnetic measurements on polycrystalline ErFe11Ti, i.e.,
A20 = −21.8 Ka−2

0 , A40 = −3.0 Ka−4
0 , A60 = 1.5 Ka−6

0 , A44 = 70.9 Ka−4
0 and

A64 = 0 Ka−6
0 , correctly predict just one spin-reorientation transition at about 45 K from an

axial to a canted magnetic phase, see figure 5(a). The main difference between the predictions
from the parameters of Abadia et al [27] and of Kou et al [4] results from the value of the
B60〈O60〉 term; Kou et al [4] have reported an A60 parameter which is five times smaller than
that reported by Abadia et al [27]. Consequently, with the parameters reported by Kou et al [4]
the planar contribution to the net rare-earth anisotropy is reduced and just one spin reorientation
is predicted, in agreement with the experimental results.

The Anm parameters obtained for HoFe11TiH [23] do not predict the experimentally
observed [10, 54] spin reorientation at 40 K in ErFe11TiH, as is shown in the inset in figure 5(b).
Very similar results are obtained for ErFe11TiH if the Anm parameters reported by Kou et al
[4] are used and assumed to vary by the same relative amount upon hydrogenation as in the
HoFe11TiH case. This result is not unexpected because, as is explained above, in ErFe11Ti the
spin-reorientation transition is driven by the sixth-order term. After hydrogenation B60〈O60〉
is significantly reduced and the axial B20〈O20〉 contribution is increased, see table 2. Hence,
if the variation of the Anm parameters reported for HoFe11TiH is used, a significant increase
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Figure 5. The temperature dependences of K1 = K1R + K1Fe, open circles, and Keff , solid
squares, for ErFe11Ti, (a), and ErFe11TiH. (b) The Anm coefficients for ErFe11Ti were obtained
from [4] and A20 = −43.7 Ka−2

0 was used for ErFe11TiH. Insets: the temperature dependences
of K1 = K1R + K1Fe, open circles, and Keff , solid squares, for ErFe11Ti, (a) and ErFe11TiH, (b),
predicted by the Anm coefficients reported in [27] and [23], respectively.

in the axial contribution of the erbium to the total anisotropy is expected. In fact, these
parameters predict a spin reorientation at 18 K, as is shown in the inset in figure 5(b).
It should be noted that the Anm parameters obtained for HoFe11TiH give the correct trend
for the spin-reorientation temperature, i.e., the spin-reorientation temperature decreases upon
hydrogenation, but the predicted 18 K is lower than the experimentally observed 40 K. This
result suggests that the relative variations �nm of the Anm parameters upon hydrogenation of
ErFe11Ti are smaller. Hence, �nm values that are smaller than those reported for HoFe11Ti
have been tried to reproduce the experimentally observed spin-reorientation temperature in
ErFe11TiH. In this way, the Anm parameters reported in table 5 have been obtained. These
parameters, which approximately correspond to relative variations in �nm that are five times
smaller than those obtained for HoFe11TiH, predict a slight decrease of the spin-reorientation
temperature from 45 to 40 K, a prediction that is in agreement with the experimental results.
The temperature dependences of K1 and Keff obtained with these parameters are shown in
figure 5(b). Although these Anm parameters for ErFe11TiH should be refined with the fit of
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Table 5. The Anm parameters, in Ka−n
0 , that reproduce the magnetic properties of the RFe11Ti

and RFe11TiH compounds.

Compound A20 A40 A60 A44 A64

PrFe11Ti −58.7 −11.1 5.02 −153.2 −0.81
PrFe11TiH −337.5 −8.5 1.40 −200.0 −0.85
NdFe11Ti −40.4 −6.9 0.30 36.6 0
NdFe11TiH −76.8 −6.9 0.30 36.6 0
SmFe11Ti −20.5 −11.1 5.02 −153.2 −0.81
SmFe11TiH −118 −8.5 1.40 −200.0 −0.85
TbFe11Ti −52.5 −0.27 0.021 −0.0087 −8.9
TbFe11TiH −302.3 −0.21 0.006 −0.011 −9.3
DyFe11Ti −20.5 −11.1 5.02 −153.2 −0.81
DyFe11TiH −118 −8.5 1.40 −200.0 −0.85
HoFe11Ti −20.5 −11.1 5.02 −153.2 −0.81
HoFe11TiH −118 −8.5 1.40 −200.0 −0.85
ErFe11Ti −21.8 −3.0 1.50 70.9 0
ErFe11TiH −43.7 −3.0 1.50 70.9 0

other experimental points, some general trends are clear, i.e., the A20 parameter becomes more
negative upon hydrogenation and there is virtually no relative variations of the remaining Anm

parameters.

3.1.2. NdFe11Ti and NdFe11TiH. The temperature dependences of K1 and Keff obtained
with the Anm parameters [23] that correctly predict the stable magnetic phase at zero kelvin
are shown in figure 6(a) and the inset in figure 6(b). For NdFe11Ti, see figure 6(a), K1 is
zero at 195 K, in good agreement with the observed [15] spin reorientation from an axial
to a canted magnetic phase at 200 K. In contrast, for NdFe11TiH, see inset in figure 6(b),
these Anm parameters [23] predict a basal magnetic phase below its Curie temperature of
614 K. This result is not unexpected as has been explained in section 2.2. In NdFe11Ti,
the spin-reorientation transition is driven by the second-order and fourth-order crystal field
terms, terms that yield basal contributions to the total anisotropy. After hydrogenation, the
basal B20〈O20〉 contribution is greatly enhanced, whereas the axial B60〈O60〉 contribution is
reduced, see table 2. Consequently, a reinforcement of the neodymium basal contribution to
the magnetocrystalline anisotropy and an increase in the spin-reorientation temperature would
be expected. However, a decrease in the spin-reorientation temperature is experimentally
observed. It should be noted that this surprising behaviour of NdFe11TiH is very different
from that observed in ErFe11TiH. In the case of neodymium, the �nm relative variations
reported for HoFe11TiH predict a change in the magnetocrystalline anisotropic properties that
is the opposite of the experimentally observed change. The origin of this discrepancy is not
clear. It is possible that, as it is the case for erbium, the �nm relative variations are smaller
than those found for the hydrogenation of HoFe11Ti, or that the �nm relative variations are
different for light rare earths.

We have explored the first possibility and assumed that the �nm relative variations are
smaller than those found for HoFe11Ti. By trying different sets of �nm coefficients, the Anm

parameters given in table 5 were found to best reproduce the experimentally observed magnetic
behaviour of NdFe11TiH. It should be noted that values of A20 smaller than those reported
in table 5 predict the appearance of two spin-reorientation transitions. As is the case for
ErFe11TiH, these parameters correspond to negligible relative variations, �nm . However, for
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Figure 6. The temperature dependences of K1 = K1R + K1Fe, open circles, and Keff , solid
squares, for NdFe11Ti, (a), and NdFe11TiH. (b) The Anm coefficients for NdFe11Ti were obtained
from [27] and A20 = −83.8 Ka−2

0 was used for NdFe11TiH. Inset: the temperature dependences
of K1 = K1R + K1Fe, open circles, and Keff , solid squares, for NdFe11TiH predicted by the Anm
coefficients reported in [23].

NdFe11TiH the agreement is not very good; the predicted spin-reorientation transition from an
axial to a basal phase takes place at 210 K, a temperature that is significantly higher than the
experimental [15] 125 K, see figure 6(b). In other words, the model does not reproduce the
decrease in spin-reorientation temperature that takes place upon hydrogenation of NdFe11Ti.
This disagreement clearly indicates that in NdFe11Ti the Anm parameters behave differently
upon hydrogenation than in the remaining RFe11Ti compounds, and very probably that the
use of the Anm parameters obtained for the heavy rare-earth compounds with the light rare-
earth compounds is an oversimplification. The decrease in spin-reorientation temperature
suggests an increase of A60 upon hydrogenation because, in the case of neodymium, the axial
contribution originates from the B60〈O60〉 term. Unfortunately, it is not possible to obtain
a reliable set of Anm parameters from the fit of only one experimental point, i.e., the spin-
reorientation temperature. A more detailed analysis, such as the fit of the magnetization
versus field, is necessary for NdFe11TiH.
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Figure 7. The temperature dependences of K1 = K1R + K1Fe, open circles, and Keff , solid squares,
for PrFe11Ti, (a), and PrFe11TiH, (b). The Anm coefficients for PrFe11Ti were obtained from [27]
but with a more negative A20 parameter of −58.7 Ka−2

0 . The Anm parameters for PrFe11TiH
have been obtained by assuming that the Anm coefficients of PrFe11Ti vary upon hydrogenation as
reported in [23]. Inset: the temperature dependences of K1 = K1R + K1Fe, open circles, and Keff ,
solid squares, for PrFe11Ti predicted by the Anm coefficients reported in [27].

3.1.3. PrFe11Ti and PrFe11TiH. The temperature dependences of K1 and Keff obtained
with the Anm parameters [27] that correctly predict the stable magnetic phase at zero kelvin
of PrFe11Ti are shown in the inset in figure 7(a). As may be observed in this figure, these
parameters do not reproduce the experimentally observed magnetic behaviour of PrFe11Ti.
The parameters correctly predict that the compound adopts a basal magnetic phase at zero
kelvin, but they also predict two spin-reorientation transitions at 160 and 220 K, transitions
that are not experimentally observed. This wrong prediction supports our hypothesis about the
inadequacy of the Anm parameters obtained for the heavy rare earths for the light rare earths.

We tried to reproduce the experimentally observed magnetic behaviour of PrFe11Ti by
using a more negative value of A20, the term that is mainly responsible for the planar
magnetic anisotropy. We found that a value of A20 of −58.7 Ka−2

0 , is required to predict
that PrFe11Ti is planar from 4.2 K up to its Curie temperature. Such a value is in excellent
agreement with the value of −50(10) Ka−2

0 obtained for GdFe11Ti [20]. By assuming that A20
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varies upon hydrogenation as in HoFe11Ti, i.e., A20(x) = A20(0) + 4.75 A20(0), we obtain
A20 = −337.5 Ka−2

0 for PrFe11TiH. The corresponding temperature dependences of K1 and
Keff for PrFe11Ti and PrFe11TiH are shown in figures 7(a) and (b), respectively.

4. Conclusions

The final Anm parameters that reproduce the magnetic phase diagrams of the RFe11Ti
and RFe11TiH compounds are given in table 5. For the RFe11Ti compounds where
R is Tb, Dy and Ho, the Anm parameters obtained from the fit of the single-crystal
magnetization curves [27, 28] correctly predict the temperature dependence of the macroscopic
magnetocrystalline anisotropy.

For the remaining compounds where R is Pr, Nd and Er, for which there are no reports of
Anm parameters resulting from the fit of single-crystal magnetization curves, we have found
that the Anm parameters reported for R = Ho or Dy, are unable to reproduce the temperature
dependence of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy. For these compounds, we have used the
model proposed by Kuz’min [49, 51] to determine the Anm parameters that best reproduce
their magnetocrystalline anisotropy.

For PrFe11Ti a more negative A20 value than that reported earlier [27, 28] is required
to reproduce its basal magnetic phase from 4.2 K to the Curie temperature. This more
negative value is in perfect agreement with the value measured [20] by gadolinium-155
Mössbauer spectral studies of GdFe11Ti. For NdFe11Ti and ErFe11Ti the Anm parameters
reported earlier [27, 28] cannot predict the spin-reorientation transitions that occur in these
compounds. However, these spin-reorientation transitions can be reproduced with the Anm

parameters reported by Kou et al [4] from magnetic measurements on polycrystalline samples.
Thus, for the RFe11Ti compounds, different A20 values have been used to reproduce their

magnetic anisotropy and its temperature dependence. Variations in A20 values with the rare
earth are not unexpected, as A20 measures the electric field gradient at the rare-earth site,
a gradient that depends directly on the charge distribution. The charge distribution itself is
very sensitive to the lattice parameters. In the RFe11Ti compounds, an anisotropic lattice
contraction is observed throughout the rare-earth series and is reflected, in a complex fashion,
in the different A20 values.

For the RFe11TiH compounds, the variation upon hydrogenation of the crystal field
parameters reported for HoFe11TiH [23] correctly describes the magnetic behaviour when
R is Tb, Dy, Ho and Pr. However, these parameters predict a significant reduction in the basal
contribution of the erbium sublattice to the total magnetocrystalline anisotropy, a reduction
that is not experimentally observed. The spin-reorientation transition experimentally observed
in ErFe11TiH can be reproduced by assuming that the relative variations of the Anm parameters
upon hydrogenation are smaller in ErFe11Ti than in HoFe11Ti.

For NdFe11TiH, the variation upon hydrogenation of the Anm parameters reported for
HoFe11TiH predicts a significant increase in the basal contribution of the neodymium sublattice
to the total magnetocrystalline anisotropy, an increase that is not experimentally observed. As
in ErFe11TiH, the spin reorientation that occurs in NdFe11TiH may be reproduced by assuming
that the relative variations in the Anm parameters upon hydrogenation are smaller than in
HoFe11Ti. However, it is not possible to reproduce the experimentally observed decrease in
spin-reorientation temperature that takes place upon hydrogenation.

Throughout the RFe11TiH series, the main influence of hydrogen is to modify A20. This
modification is again expected [20] because hydrogen is the nearest neighbour of the rare
earth, introduces a lattice expansion and modifies the charge distribution around the rare earth.
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Similar effects resulting from the insertion of hydrogen, carbon and nitrogen into rare-earth–
iron intermetallic compounds have been described earlier [55, 56].

In conclusion, the magnetic anisotropy and its temperature dependence in the RFe11TiH
and RFe11TiH compounds result mainly from the rare-earth contribution; the iron contribution
to the anisotropy does not vary [22] much either with the rare earth or upon hydrogenation.
The first-order crystal field term makes a major contribution and in some cases is found to be
more negative than had previously been reported. However, the higher-order terms cannot be
ignored [57] in describing the magnetic properties of the RFe11Ti and RFe11TiH compounds.
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